SUMMER THEATER FESTIVAL 2004

July 8 – 31, 2004

Set Designers – John Owen, Matt Whitaker, Evan Grimm, Heather Danz
Lighting Designers – Jim Mustin, Roger Prine
Costume Coordinator – Linda Zuby
Hair & Make-up – Alexi Gibbons
Audition Coordinator – Bobbie Buxton
Sound Support – Kent Raine, Ben Clore
Lighting Crew – Kyle Tatton, John Michael Seng-Wheeler, Jon Cobb
Technical Crew – Kyle Tatton, Dan Clark, Jennifer Hughes, Roger Prine, Cooper Forsman
Venue Managers – Don Gaylord, Tracie Steger, Abby Self, Donna Smith

ANTON IN SHOW BUSINESS

By Jane Martin

Director – Bree Luck
Assistant Director – Liz Horan
Production Stage Manager – Jane Flegal
Sound Designer – Ben Clore

CAST

JOBY – Katie Humphrey
LISABETTE – Jaime Kurtz
CASEY – Dawna Jo McCracken
T-ANNE, DON BLOUNT – Adrienne Oliver
HOLLY – Anjili Pal
KATE, BEN, JACKY – Nadia Sepsenwol
RALPH, WIKEWITCH JOE BOB – Denise Stewart

JAR THE FLOOR

By Cheryl L. West
Director – Shawn Harris
Production Stage Manager – Aisha Renée Moore

CAST

MADEAR – Rheva Williams
LOLA – Edna-Jakki Miller
MAYDEE – Richelle Claiborne
VENNIE – Monica LaShonda Jennings
RAISHA – Jamie Johans

THREE DAYS OF RAIN

By Richard Greenburg
Director – Ginger McCarthy
Production Stage Manager – Arthur Scott
Assistant Stage Manager – Jaclyn Lee DiLauro
Dramagurg – Art Collier
Sound Designer – Louis Schultz
Set Designer – John Owen
Lighting Designer – Jim Mustin
Light Board Technician – Dan Clark
Properties – Bridget Dee, Anne Adams
Costumes – Jen Keady, Ginger McCarthy

CAST

NAN/LINA – Jill Antonishak
WALKER/NED – Todd Fletcher
PIP/THEO – Allen K. Robinson

WONDERFUL WORLD

By Richard Dresser

Director – Mark Valahovic

CAST

MAX – David Rain Wilkerson
JENNIFER – Priya Curtis
BARRY – Seth Maxwell
PATTY – Jen Hoffman
LYDIA – Karen Wolcott